


t h e  t a j  m a h a l  p a l a c e
m u m b a i

One of the original grand hotels of the world, The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai,

has grown to become an integral part of the city's history and, indeed, its heart. 

Determined to give Bombay a landmark that would place it amongst the world's 

greatest cities, Jamsetji N. Tata built this icon in 1903. At the time, it was probably

the only place in the world where a British Viceroy could rub shoulders with an 

Indian Maharajah. Predating the Gateway of India by almost two decades, the Taj

welcomed the world to the city's shores. As decades passed and its reputation

spread, the guests grew even more varied. It has been home to heads of state and

celebrities, kings & queens and hollywood royalty, maharajahs and rockstars.

In fact, The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai, represented a 'global village' before the 

term became a cliché.    



rooms & suites

restaurants & bars

H I G H L I G H T S

The hotel's tradition of gracious hospitality,
high living and impeccable service continues in
its renovated rooms and suites. The hotel offers 
a choice of 543 unique rooms & suites across the

Palace & Tower.   

· Aquarius · Golden Dragon · Harbour Bar

· La Patisserie · Masala Kraft · Sea Lounge

· Shamiana · Souk · Wasabi by Morimoto



· Private Dining · Heritage Walk

· Sailing · Taj Art Gallery · Taj Salon

  · J Wellness Circle · Ayurveda Sanctuary · Royal E-Victoria

· Ballroom · Crystal Room · Gateway Room

· Princes Room · Golden Room · Emerald & Jade 

· Ruby Room · Sapphire Room · Rendezvous

unique experiences

events & occasions



Suites

The Taj Mahal Palace

R O O M S  &  S U I T E S

The hotel's tradition of gracious hospitality, high living and impeccable service continues in the
renovated rooms and suites. The hotel offers a choice of 543 unique rooms & suites across both

hotel buildings. 

The 285 rooms and suites at The Taj Mahal Palace have been

completely restored by some of the world's most acclaimed 

designers. The corridors stand testimony to a century-old  

heritage, with genuine artifacts and antiques gracing the aisles. 

Guests have a choice of rooms that overlook the city or pool or

face the Gateway of India and the Arabian Sea.

Each suite is adorned with a charming theme, rich textures 

and hues, and an opulent décor. The lavish Bell Tower Suite

evokes the romance of a seafaring sojourn. The Maratha and 

Lotus suites have their own integral leitmotif, paying homage 

to the great warrior tribe and the national flower of the land, 

respectively. The Ravi Shankar suite offers a glimpse into the

musical maestro's stellar career.  



TATA Suite

In honour of the man and his vision, the luxurious TATA Suite, is named

after Jamsetji Tata, the founder of the Taj and the House of Tata.

The suite is a befitting tribute to the Indian industry and society, as well 

as to the glorious art and architecture of the colonial history of India.



BELL TOWER 

RAVI SHANKAR SUITE

RAJPUT SUITE

Get a glimpse of the splendour of the Royals of Rajputana in the

Rajput Suite. A regal maximalist living space where restraint

has no place.

In 1966, George Harrison checked into The Taj Mahal Palace 
hotel under an assumed name and studied sitar under 
Pandit Ravi Shankar and it was to commemorate this legendary 
occasion that the Ravi Shankar suite was created.

Situated under one of the domes of The Taj Mahal Palace, the

Bell Tower Suite is designed to resemble the traditional structure 

from which it gets its name. With its corner location, this suite

gives a sense of being on the edge of the world, rising to the

clouds, with an enthralling view of the sea.



With its arched balconies, the Taj Mahal Tower stands in

harmonious contrast to palace. Opened in 1973, the 258 rooms 

and suites offer a refreshing mix of European and Indian accents.

Guests have a choice of rooms that overlook the city or face the

Gateway of India and the Arabian Sea.

Apollo Suites

Taj Mahal Tower

The Taj Mahal Tower is a home to the newest addition to our 
suite portfolio- The Apollo Suites. These spacious one-bed-
room suites, featuring elegant marble flooring and stunning 
sea views, exude a modern charm. Guests also enjoy 
exclusive access to designated venues for afternoon tea and 
happy hours.

Situated atop the Taj Mahal Tower, the city and sea-facing 
rooms provide curated amenities to elevate the guest's stay. 
These offerings are tailored to cater to the evolving needs of 
new-age business and leisure travelers. Additionally, guests 
enjoy privileged access to specific venues for afternoon tea 
and happy hours, enhancing their overall experience.

Apollo Rooms



Golden Dragon

R E S T A U R A N T S  &  B A R S

Wasabi by Morimoto 

 

The Taj has long been considered a culinary pioneer in Indian gourmet circles, and this is where it 

all began. From age-old favourites to contemporary palate pleasers, the hotel offers a varied and

luxurious dining experience, encompassing the world's favourite cuisines.. 

Recognized by San Pelligrino as one of Asia's 50 Best Restaurants 

of the world in 2018, Wasabi by Morimoto offers its guests 

authentic Japanese culinary treasures from the repertoires 

of Iron Chef Masaharu Morimoto. The ingredients, including 

seafood and wasabi, are specially flown down from Japan offering 

diners an authentic experience. Besides, the ever popular 

signature dishes like White Fish Carpaccio, Black Cod Miso,

Wasabi Creme Brulee, the already extensive menu keeps  

expanding and changing with the seasons.

Interact with our Master Chef Shimomura Kazayu and 

Sushi Master Mauricio Yonezawa or watch them set the range 

ablaze at the Teppenyaki Counter. Complete with an extensive 

selection of Japanese whisky, sake and plum wines, Wasabi by 

Morimoto is a connoisseur's delight.

Golden Dragon has an illustrious history of over 50 years of 

serving fine Szechuan and Cantonese cuisine in Mumbai. 

Under the guidance of our talented Master Chef Yan Jun Jun

the Golden Dragon boasts of an elaborate rate à la carte  

menu, provincial specialties and an extensive varieties of 

Dim Sums.

The restaurant is particularly noted for its live kitchen plating

delicious steamed seafood, Peking Duck, and authentic 

Beggar’s Chicken which is prepared over 24 hours of slow 

marinating and cooking. Step in to experience the delicious 

flavours of the Orient in the heart of Mumbai.



Souk

Masala Kraft

Harbour Bar - Since 1933

Located on the rooftop of the Tower Wing with panoramic

views of the Mumbai harbour, the Art District and the majestic 

Gateway of India, the Souk offers a wide selection of authentic, 

light Eastern Mediterranean cuisine from Morocco, Lebanon, 

Syria, Greece, Turkey and Egypt showcased by our Master Chef

Simoun Chakour. 

Enjoy Sundowners and elaborate weekend Brunches 

complemented with a glass of Champagne on Sunday.

Souk transports you to a relaxing world full of the essence and 

flavours of the Middle east with a selection of freshly brewed 

Moroccan Mint Tea and Turkish Coffee.

Masala Kraft is the speciality Indian restaurant. Hand ground 

spices and traditional recipes spell magic on one’s palate as they 

blend culinary innovations with traditional methods.

Catering to varying palates, Masala Kraft features an array of 

menus that evolve with the passing seasons.

The menu bursts with recipes seasoned with local spices, dry 

powders accompanied with flavored chutneys and indulgent 

desserts. A true authentic Indian dining experience.

The first licensed bar of the city – the Harbour Bar, our stylish

lounge bar serves a selection of fine malts, international wines

and global tapas. Warm interiors, intimate seating, luxurious

appointments and mood lighting at the Bar creates a relaxed

environment for pre and post-dinner drinks.

Our signature prohibition-era cocktails - ‘From the Harbour 

since 1933’ and the Bombay Blazer are a must try along with its

equally intriguiging origin story! With an endless selection of 

premium drinks on offer – the Harbour Bar is a must-visit!



Shamiana - Open 24x7

Sea Lounge 

  

Aquarius  
  

La Patisserie

The Sea Lounge is more than a restaurant. Over the years, it has 

been a place where ever lasting memories have been made.

One of the first restaurants of the hotel – the Sea Lounge retains

and recreates the magic of the past era. 

With art deco furniture, bursting with colonial charm – 

the Sea Lounge is a city institution for Afternoon Tea. Featuring 

live music and an elaborate buffet spread of classic English 

delicacies and Local Indian favourites complemented with a  

selection of the world’s finest teas and coffees.   

Sea Lounge is a favourite for its light lunch and dinner fare   

and Mumbai street food including Bhel Puri, Sev Puri, Kheema  

Ghotala Toastie and Vada Pav . In the evenings, we have a live  

crooner and pianist who’s melodious tunes create the perfect 

mood for the night ahead. Guests may choose to opt for a quiet 

glass of Champagne or a cocktail as they watch the lights from

the moving ships on the harbour.

Shamiana, the original coffee shop of the city, offers an all-day 

dining experience with an international à la carte menu to suit 

every mood and palate, from breakfast through to dinner.

To start the day Shamiana serves an elaborate buffet breakfast 

daily.

The restaurant embraces a ‘refined ease’ with its relaxed 

environment, fresh comfort food and service that is sincere and 

warm. Sumptuous weekend brunches focusing on interactive 

experiences along with a daily blackboard of curated dishes add 

to the experience.

Aquarius, the outdoor poolside restaurant, is an exclusive dining

option for our resident guests. The restaurant offers a selection

of light bites, delectable desserts and thirst-quenching drinks to

be enjoyed by the poolside on rattan furniture.

Also served are a variety of refreshing cocktails, mocktails, 

smoothies, fruit juices and fine wines. The lush green landscape

promises to be an oasis amidst the hustle of city life.

La Patisserie, the Cake Shop & Delicatessen, is the perfect choice

for celebration treats and takeaway goodies.



E V E N T S  &  O C C A S I O N S

The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai offers 11 grand banquet rooms, tastefully decorated to include the

latest in business facilities and retaining the elegance and old-world charm. 





Private Dining

Heritage Walk

Sailing

Taj Art Gallery

Gymnasium

Royal E-Victoria

The hotel offers an array of experiences unlike any other in the country; a few signature offerings 

U N I Q U E  E X P E R I E N C E S

The Chef's Studio and Casablanca are two private dining venues at 

the hotel, which provides a setting that is exclusive and unique.

A daily guided walk thru the history of the hotel. Hear the stories

that make this hotel an icon.

The hotel offers world-class sailing and cruising facilities during 

yachting season. From sunrise cruises to speed boat rides - the

palace excursions portfolio is expansive. At the heart of all art-related activities is the Taj Art Gallery. 

For many decades, this gallery was one of the most important 

spaces in the country for artists to display their work. Major names 

to have shown at the gallery include S H Raza, Ram Kumar, V S 

Gaitonde, Jehangir Sabavala and Laxman Shreshtha.

A fully-equipped modern gymnasium with certified fitness trainers is 

open to our resident guests. Also on offer is a Yoga and meditation 

studio.

The Royal E-Victoria Ride - An electric carriage modelled on the

horse-driven Victoria's that were a huge part of Mumbai's history.  

A great way to explore the eclectic neighbourhood of Apollo Bunder. 

Professional guides are available on prior request.



Taj Salon 

J WELLNESS CIRCLE

The award-winning Taj Salon gives you a sense of luxury and

elegance with a touch of tranquility. This is one of the premier 

& prestigious salons in the city. A team of skillful stylists

and aestheticians customize your needs in grooming and 

relaxation. Where comfort is an assurance and where opulence 

is an inheritance, bliss and finesse redefined - Taj Salon!  

Several signature treatments in hair and beauty are offered, 

though the most decadent is the Taj Salon Signature Pedicure 

& Manicure, Experiential Facials that are customized and 

luxurious Organic Hair Spa rituals, which are a hot favorite 

amongst the regulars.

The philosophy of J W  ellness Circle is rooted in Ancient India

approach to wellness. Inspired by traditional Indian healing 

wisdom, we believe that a spa unfolds a holistic path of life 

that opens channels to nurture one's life force. The ethos of our 

carefully recreated treatments is drawn from India's rich and 

ancient wellness heritage, the fabled lifestyle and culture of 

Indian royalty, and the healing therapies that embrace Indian 

spirituality.

Our spa experiences are offered by trained experts, using 

exclusive natural products in a fresh and harmonious design 

setting. The newly opened Ayurveda Sanctuary is the high point 
of this wellness haven, comprehensive Ayurveda therapies
by a qualified and experienced team, includings an in-house 
Ayurveda doctor



The Taj Mahal Palace, Apollo Bunder, Mumbai 400 001, Maharashtra, India
T: +91 22 6665 3366 |  tmhsales.bom@tajhotels.com/ tmhbqt.bom@tajhotels.com  |  www.tajhotels.com


